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Instantaneous normal modes analysis of amorphous and supercooled
silica
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The dynamics of a model for amorphous and supercooled silica (SiO2), a strong glass former, is
studied using instantaneous normal mode~INM ! analysis. The INM spectra at a variety of
temperatures are calculated via molecular dynamics simulation. At temperatures below the glass
transition temperature, the dominant contribution to the soft highly anharmonic modes comprising
the imaginary frequency region of the INM spectrum are found to correspond to coupled rotations
of SiO4 tetrahedral units, consistent with interpretations of neutron scattering experiments@B. B.
Buchenau, H. M. Zhou, and N. Nucker, Phys. Rev. Lett.60, 1318~1988!# and with previous normal
mode analysis of simulation results atT50 K @S. N. Taraskin and S. R. Elliot, Phys. Rev. B56,
8623 ~1997!#. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337040#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamical behavior of glasses and amorphous
terials, in general, is considerably richer than that of the c
responding crystals, leading to significant anomalous beh
ior in the thermodynamic and transport properties~e.g.,
specific heat or thermal conductivity! of these systems at low
temperature. Currently, such effects are attributed to
presence of disorder-induced nonacoustic excitations tha
exist with the acoustic phonons and that dominate the den
of states at low energies. At very low energies~or low tem-
peratures! the dominant modes are generally accepted to
localized two-level states~or tunneling modes!.1–3 At higher
temperatures, where anomalous behavior is still signific
but not explainable within the sample two-level syste
model, there is some evidence from experiment and sim
tion that the dominant excess modes are low-freque
~quasi!localized vibrations4–7 and that these modes and th
tunneling modes share a common structural origin.8 How-
ever, a clear general microscopic picture is still lacking.

One of the most well studied of glasses is amorph
silica (SiO2). In addition to its obvious technological impo
tance, it is also of fundamental significance as the archet
cal network solid and strong glass former.9 Neutron scatter-
ing experiments at low temperatures5 have observed low
frequency vibrations in excess of the sound waves, wh
have been interpreted to be~quasi!localized coupled rota-
tions of SiO4 tetrahedral units. This interpretation is cons
tent with recent computer simulation analysis by Taras
and Elliot10 of the T50 K vibrational states for two mode
potentials for SiO2. In a later paper,11 they also report tha
the bare localized modes~obtained after subtracting out th
acoustic phonon component in the quasilocalized eigen
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tors! are strongly anharmonic even for small displacemen
The normal mode calculations of Taraskin and Ell

were necessarily restricted to analysis of quenched syst
at zero temperature. Therefore, information on the existen
nature or importance of quasilocalized vibrational modes
higher temperatures, up to and beyond the glass trans
temperature was not obtained. In this paper, we extend
analysis of Taraskin and Elliot to amorphous and sup
cooled silica at nonzero temperature by using instantane
normal mode analysis, a technique that we have applied
viously to simple monatomic, fragile glass formers, wi
some success.12,13

II. INSTANTANEOUS NORMAL MODES

Instantaneous normal modes~INMs! are a useful tool in
analyzing condensed phases and have been used with
ing degrees of success in studying the dynamics of nor
liquids,14–20 as well as glasses and supercool
liquids.12,13,21,22The INMs are defined in analogy with th
more familiar normal modes. For anN-particle system at a
given temperatureT one chooses a configuration~defined by
a 3N-dimensional vector of atomic coordinates,R0) from
the trajectory at some timet0 . Similar to standard norma
mode analysis, the total potential is expanded in a Tay
series aboutR0 to yield

F~R!5F~R0!2F"~R2R0!

1 1
2~R2R0!"K "~R2R0!1•••, ~1!

where the 3N-dimensional force vector,F and the 3N33N
dynamical matrix,K are given by

~F! ia[2
1

Ami

]F~R!

]Ria
U

R5R0

, ~2!

and
il:
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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 This a
~K ! ia, j b[
1

Amimj

]2F~R!

]Ria]Rj b
U

R5R0

, ~3!

respectively. The atomic indices are labeled byi andj, a and
b denote one of the Cartesian coordinates andm is the mass
of the atom. Since the configuration is chosen from the
jectory of a system at nonzero temperature, it will genera
not be a~global or local! minimum on the many-body poten
tial surface. Therefore, unlike the case of standard nor
mode analysis, the force vector cannot be assumed to va
and K is not necessarily positive definite. However, as
standard normal mode analysis, diagonalization ofK to yield
the instantaneous normal modes~eigenvectors! and the cor-
responding INM frequencies~the square roots of the INM
eigenvalues! gives a description of the many-body potent
energy surface and short-time dynamics based on inde
dent motion along the INM eigenvectors. SinceK can be
nonpositive definite, the possibility exists to find negati
eigenvalues, which result in imaginary frequencies as we
the usual positive eigenvalues~positive real frequencies!.
The imaginary frequency modes are highly anharmonic c
lective motions of the system. Although they cannot be
rectly interpreted on an individual basis as representing
rier crossing events,23 they do give a qualitative indication o
the types of motions in the system that lead to structu
relaxation, which is especially useful in the study of glas
and supercooled liquids.13

For a given temperature and density, the normaliz
INM density of states~DOS! is defined as

D~v![K 1

3N (
i 51

3N

d~v2v i !L , ~4!

where thê ...& represent a configurational average. This co
figurationally averaged INM DOS can best be viewed as g
ing a statistically weighted representation of the curvature
the many-body potential surface.

In addition to the distribution of frequencies, it is ofte
useful to consider the spatial distribution of a given INM
For example, in our earlier work on simple glasses,12,13 we
found that the imaginary frequency modes of such glas
were localized in space for very low temperatures, with
tended modes only appearing above the glass transition
perature. To quantify the spatial extent of the normaliz
eigenvectors (ea

i , of each INM, wherei runs over theN
particles in the sample anda labels the modes!, we utilize a
standard measure of localization, namely, the participa
ratio, first introduced by Bell and Dean24

pa[FN(
i 51

N

~ea
i "ea

i !2G21

. ~5!

For extended modesp is of order unity while for localized or
quasilocalized modes, it will scale inversely with the syst
size. To clarify, consider two limiting cases: if the mode
perfectly extended the total kinetic energy is equally sha
among the atoms in the system resulting in (ea

i "ea
i )5(1/N)

and pa51. However, if the mode is perfectly localized
where one atom has all the kinetic energy, then (ea

i "ea
i )

5d i1 andpa5(1/N).
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III. RESULTS FOR A MODEL OF SILICA

In our INM study of amorphous SiO2 ~silica! we use the
two-body potential developed by van Beest, Kramer, and
Santen~BKS!,25 which has been shown to accurately d
scribe silica in both its crystalline25 and amorphous26,10,27,11

forms. The form of the potential is given by a Coulomb ter
a short-ranged interaction term defined by a repulsive ex
nential, and an attractive van der Waals tail. The poten
between particlei and j is given by

v~r i j !5
qiqje

2

r i j
1Ai j e

2bi j r i j 2
ci j

r i j
6 , ~6!

where Ai j , Bi j and Ci j are given byASiSi50.0 eV, ASiO

518 003.5773 eV,AOO51388.7730 eV,BSiSi50.0 Å21,
BSiO54.873 18 Å21, BOO52.760 00 Å21, CSiSi50.0 eV Å,5

CSiO5133.5381 eV Å,5 COO5175.0000 eV Å,5 and e is the
charge of an electron. The effective chargesqi are qO

521.2 andqSi52.4.25

As defined, the potential has the unphysical property
diverging to minus infinity at small distances.26 An activa-
tion barrier of approximately 7000 K is needed to get
these distances and therefore, for temperatures below
the original potential causes no problems. Simulations t
exceed this temperature will allow some of the ions to cr

FIG. 1. The INM density of states as a function of frequency at vario
temperatures. For display purposes, the imaginary frequencies are pl
along the negative axis.
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 This a
this barrier. To prevent this, the original potential is replac
with a harmonic potential whenr i j is smaller than the loca
tion of the barrier, which occurs atr i j <1.1936 Å andr i j

<1.439 Å for Si–O and O–O interactions, respectively26

The Coulomb part of the potential was calculated using
Ewald sum method27,28 with a convergence parameter,a
50.301 and by using all the wave vectorsk with uku
<6(2p/L); L is the length of the simulation box. The shor
ranged interaction was truncated at a distance of 5.5 Å
order to ensure that it vanished smoothly at the cutoff d
tance, the original potential was modified by the addition
Ar41B, where the constantsA and B were determined by
requiring the potential and the force to vanish at the cuto

The system studied in this work consisted of 216 Si a
432 O atoms with masses of 28.0086 and 15.9994 amu
spectively, and periodic boundary conditions in all dire
tions. The pressure was held constant atP50 using an
Andersen piston29 with a piston mass of 631023 amu Å24

and velocity rescaling at every time step to maintain fix
temperature. The equations of motion were integrated, wi
time step of 1.6 fs, using a modified velocity-Verl
algorithm,30–32 which eliminated the need for scaled coord
nates. The system was initialized to a diamond lattice
heated to 7000 K after which it was equilibrated for 100 0
time steps. This initial configuration was then cooled to 50
at a constant rate of 1.7731013 K/s. At this cooling rate, the
system will fall out of equilibrium at about 3000 K, which i
higher than the experimental glass transition for silica occ
ring around 1400 K. Although this cooling rate is quite larg
we do not expect that our qualitative conclusions will
greatly affected.~For a detailed discussion of cooling ra
effects in simulations of silica using the BKS potential, s
Ref. 26!. During the course of the run, coordinates we
saved at selected temperatures. These initial sets were

FIG. 2. The fraction of imaginary frequency modes as a function of te
perature. For clarity, the values at very low temperature are also show
the inset.
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to generate six more sets, which were each relaxed for
proximately 100 000 steps. The results shown here are
average of these seven sets.

The calculated INM DOS, as a function of frequenc
for our systems is shown in Fig. 1 for a variety of tempe
tures. For convenience, the imaginary modes are plo
along the negative frequency axis. The most obvious tren
these plots is as temperature increases the two sharp pea
high frequency~roughly corresponding to transverse and lo
gitudinal optical modes!10 disappear, eventually convergin
to a diffuse shoulder at temperatures above the glass tra
tion. Also, the fraction of imaginary frequency modes, giv
by the area under the imaginary frequency region of the D
and plotted in Fig. 2, increases, as expected, as the temp
ture is increased. Note that, the fraction of imaginary f
quency modes is nonzero at all nonzero temperatures. Th
a unique feature of amorphous solids, as opposed to cry
line solids, indicating the presence of anharmonic directio
in the potential energy surface at all temperatures. Anot
feature seen in Fig. 2 is the sudden increase in slope of
fraction of imaginary modes at temperatures near the g
transition. Such a change in slope was also seen in the I
analysis of simple materials such as a Lennard-Jones g
and a system of particles interacting with ar 26 potential,13

-
in

FIG. 3. The full participation ratios as a function of frequency at seve
temperatures for SiO2. For display purposes, the imaginary frequencies
plotted along the negative axis.
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 This a
where it was attributed to the onset of extended imagin
frequency modes.

To further understand the nature of the imaginary f
quency modes we must examine the eigenvectors as we
the eigenfrequencies discussed in the previous paragrap
Fig. 3 are shown the configurationally averaged participat
ratios, p(n), as functions of frequency at the temperatu
studied. Consistent with what was seen in our earlier IN
work on simple glasses and in theT50 K normal mode
study of silica by Taraskin and Elliot, the high- and low
frequency extremes of the DOS exhibit disorder-induced
calization indicated by the small participation ratio values
those regions.~For silica, one also sees localization in th
gap between the acoustic and optical bands.! An important
consequence of this band edge localization is that the im
nary frequency modes are seen to have very low partic
tion ratios at very low temperature, indicating that, at tho
temperatures, the highly anharmonic directions in the po
tial energy surface represent localized motions. As temp
ture increases up to and above the glass transition temp
ture the value of the participation ratio at the bounda
between the real and imaginary regions of the DOS stea
increases until a saturation at about 0.33 is reached, ind
ing a fundamental change in the nature of the anharmo
directions of the potential energy surface from being prim
rily localized to having some extended character.

Since silica consists of two different types of atoms,
and O, it is possible to project the eigenvectors onto eac
the two types and examine separately the projected DOS
Si and O. These quantities for a system at a temperatur
782 K are shown together with the full DOS in Fig. 4. Id
ally, if the atomic motions represented by a given eigenv
tor were independent of atom type, the projected DOS
oxygen should be twice that of silicon simply on the basis
stoichiometry; however, Fig. 4 indicates that the typical m
tions in the imaginary frequency regime~as well as in the

FIG. 4. The projected and full densities of states vs frequency for silica
temperature of 782 K.
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high frequency optical band! are oxygen dominated, eve
taking into account the stoichiometry difference. To exam
this further, we plot, in Fig. 5 the ratio of the fraction o
imaginary frequency modes projected onto oxygen to
same quantity for silicon. As mentioned before, ideally, th
should have a value of 2.0 if the eigenvector has no bias
a particular type of atom. Instead, for temperatures belowTg

the ratio is nearly constant at a value just above 5 and be
to fall off linearly above 2000 K, indicating that the highl
anharmonic motions responsible for relaxation at tempe
tures below the glass transition are primarily localized m
tions of oxygen atoms. This is consistent with previous n
tron scattering results showing the presence of nonacou
localized modes at low temperature in silica, which ha
been interpreted as coupled rotations of a few S4
tetrahedra.33 Such motions are dominated by oxygen motio
since the tetrahedra rotate about the Si centroid, which
mains approximately fixed. To show this explicitly, we e
amine directly the eigenvectors for two randomly selec
imaginary frequency modes from different samples at 100
Figure 6 show ball and stick images of the ten Si~gray! and
O ~black! atoms with the largest eigenvector projections
each modes. Also plotted are all atoms bonded to these
~shown in white!. ~In both of these configurations, the 1
atoms represent about 60% of the eigenvector length.! The
arrows represent the eigenvector projection onto each a
From this, it can be clearly seen that the dominant contri
tion to each eigenvector are coupled rotations of SiO4 units.
In addition, for these modes the coupled tetrahedra do
form a compact cluster, but instead form chains—this str
ture was typical of all localized modes so examined.

IV. SUMMARY

We have examined the dynamics and potential ene
surface of amorphous and supercooled silica using insta

aFIG. 5. The ratio of the fraction of imaginary frequency modes projected
to oxygen atoms to that ratio for the silicon atom projections as a functio
temperature.
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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neous normal mode analysis of configurations generated
molecular dynamics simulation at a variety of temperatur
The interatomic interactions are modeled using the silica
tential of BKS.25 At low temperatures, below the glass tra
sition, we find that the imaginary frequency modes, wh
represent the highly anharmonic collective motions in
glass, are localized, coupled rotations of SiO4 tetrahedral
units, consistent with neutron scattering experiments5 and
earlier normal mode analysis ofT50 K simulation data.10 In
addition, we observe that the coupled tetrahedra are grou
in chains as opposed to compact clusters. As the tempera
is increased we observe a fundamental change in the na
of the highly anharmonic region of the potential energy s
face at about 2500 K, as evidenced by a sudden increas
the slope of the fraction of imaginary frequency modes a
function of temperature and a rapid increase in the amoun
silicon participation in the imaginary modes, which at lo
temperatures is small due to the dominance of SiO4 tetrahe-
dral units~which leaves the Si more or less fixed!. We inter-
pret this change in the nature of the region of poten
energy surface sampled by the system to be due to the

FIG. 6. Ball and stick representations of two representative imaginary
quency localized eigenvectors taken from two separate simulation sam
at 100 K. The ten atoms with the largest eigenvector projection are show
black ~oxygen! and gray~silicon!. Also shown are all atoms~shown in
white! of the system attached to these top 10. The projected eigenvecto
each atom are shown as arrows. The frequencies and participation
~shown in parentheses! for the top and bottom configurations arein
520.91 THz@p(n)50.028# and in521.76 THz@p(n)50.021#, respec-
tively.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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pearance of a new class ofextendedimaginary frequency
modes at the higher temperatures. Although any direct r
tionship is at present speculative, this behavior is similar
that reported in recent simulation studies of supercooled
uid silica using the BKS model34 which observed abrup
changes in the temperature dependences of the diffusion
stant and viscosity at 3300 K, which they interpret as in
cating a change in the mechanism of transport from hopp
to continuous flow.
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